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Abstract

We examine phenomenological consistency of composite-model pictures for the

i /77 events at LEP: the picture with an extra boson and that with an excited

lepton. It turns out that the former is inconsistent with the Bhabha scattering data

while the latter is consistent with the existing experimental data as far as the excited

lepton is lighter than 200GeV.



1. Introduction

Recently, in the LEP collider experiments, they observed a significant excess of

Z —* iTyi events with the 77 invariant mass of M^ =£ 60GeV. Around My, —

60GeV, the L3 group observed 1 6^77 event and 3 p/T77 events [1], the DELPHI

group observed 1 ee77 event and 1 ^£77 event [2], the ALEPH group observed

1 ttJtTf event and 1 uV~/f event [3], and the OPAL group observed 1 ee77 event

(though ambiguous) [4], but no group observed any gqff event. Naively, it seems to

suggest a new particle (we call it A') with a mass around 60GeV which decays into

a photon pair. Such a particle is expected in the composite model [5]' of quarks,

leptons, gauge bosons, and/or Higgs scalars. Is this view really consistent? Several

people tried to explain the events or pointed out difficulties from various theoretical

points of view [7]—[15]. In this letter, we examine possible explanations of the process

in the composite model.

The simplest interpretations are those

i) via a virtual Z boson: Z ->"Z"X, "Z"-* U, X -f 77 (Fig. l(a)) and

ii) via a virtual lepton: Z -»"/"!, "/"-»IX, X -» 77 (Fig. l(b)).

Phenomenologically, they are faced with various difficulties [7]—[15]. The process i)

should have been accompanied by twenty times as many Z -* qq-f/ events and by

twice as many Z —* vVfj events with M^, = 60GeV as the /7"77 events, but no such

excess is found in the LEP experiments. The X in ii) should give a significant excess

in /I-»77 at M^, £ 60GeV, but no signal was found in searches at TRISTAN [16).

The interpretations i) and ii) assume no new particle other than X itself. How-

ever, the composite model usually predicts many new particles simultaneously. The

possible processes which cause Z —> 1177 events are those

iii) via an extra boson Z' [17]: Z -» Z'X, Z' -» /7", X -» 77 (Fig. 2(&)) and

iv) via an excited lepton f [18]: Z -»1'T, I' -»IX, X -> 77 (Fig. 2(b)).

'For a review, see for example [6].
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Since there is no resonant peak in the invariant mass of Z' or /" in the observed events

at LEP, we take them as virtual. In the following we examine phenomenological

consistency of these processes.

2. Process via Z'

For simplicity, we assume that X and Z' are isosinglets, and have spin 0 and 1,

respectively. Then, the effective interactions of X and Z' are given by

c = -^B^z'^x - f {itJLpK + mh?%) (i)

with £„„ = dpB, - dvBp, and Z'^ - d»Z'u - dvZ'li, where B» and Z'^ is the U(l)y

gauge field and Z' boson field, respectively, Mz is the mass of the Z boson, K and

/ are dimensionless coupling constants, and VL,R=0 or 1. In (1) we have retained

only gauge invariant and the lowest dimensional terms because the other terms are

expected to be suppressed by inverse powers in the compositeness scale.

We have the following plausible argument for the above assignment of the spin

and isospin of A' and Z'. We first notice that Z' should mainly couple to leptons,

but not to quarks, as is suggested by the LEP experiments [l]-[4]. In the composite

model, this is possible if Z' is a composite particle made of the subconstituents Co

and Co, where Co is the subquark (preon) which carries leptonic color [5]. This means

that Z' is an isosinglet. Then, the only non-derivative couplings of Z' to lepton are

ThZ'lt, and IRZ'IR with Z' of spin 1. If we adopt the latter, we can explain why Z'

mainly couples to charged leptons but scarcely to neutrinos. On the other hand, Co

is contained only in the isosinglet component of Z boson, but not in the isotriplet

component (the isotriplet component is purely ww, where w is the subquark (preon)

which carries isospin). Then, Z-Z'-X coupling conserves isospin only when X also

is an isosinglet. Since X decays into a photon pair, the spin of X cannot be 1. \i X

is an isosinglet with spin 0, we can understand why X mainly decays into a photon

pair because a spin-0 isosinglet boson has no non-derivative coupling with fermions.
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It is natural to assume that X and Z' are, respectively, the spin 0 and 1 composite

of Co and Co.

In the following, we are not restricted to the rigid composite assignments specified

in the last paragraph. We start with the interaction Lagrangian (1). A lengthy but

straightforward calculation leads to the partial decay width of

i^w| JD 2(*-J/J,)>

where aK = a2/Air, otj = /2/4«-, xw = sin20w with the weak-mixing angle <?w, Mx

and Mz> are the masses of X and Z\ respectively, s, i, and u are the invariant

masses of the ll, IX, and fA' systems, respectively, u depends on the integration

variables s and t through u = M\ + M\ — s — t, and the integration region D is

given by

t + u<Ml + M]c, tu>MlM2
x. (3)

If Z' exists, it affects the Bhabha scattering ce—»ee. By comparing the possible

effect with the experimental data we can get a phenomenological bound on a/. The

cross section of the Bhabha scattering is given by

[ ] } (4)
with

p..(S) --+ ***{& 4. a'ViVi (i i - L R) (5)

where S is the total energy squared in the center-of-mass system, t is the momentum

transfer squared, 2 = — S — t, a is the fine structure constant, atz = or/a:w(l —

Xm), CL = xw — 1/2, and £R = xw. In the literature, they give the bound on the

compositeness scale Ac with the paxametrization similar to (4) but with the last

term in (5) replaced by iij.^/A? [19]- (For example, Acg3.3TeV for i?L = 0, r)R = 1,
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and "—" out of "±" in front of the term.) This corresponds to neglecting the term

5 in the denominator in the last term of (5) and to identifying ay/A/J. with I/A'.

Neglecting the s term causes an error of order 10% in the cross section even for

Mz' =60GeV, and the smaller error for the larger Mz<- Thus the approximate

upper bound on ctj is given by JV/|,/A*.

As for aK we have no phenomenological restriction. But it cannot be too large

because otherwise it would give disastrous contributions to the various radiative

corrections. Therefore, we assume that <!„;$ 1. Using these upper bounds on aj

and QK in the partial width (2), we plot the upper bound on the branching ratio

Bv(Z-*lTX) vs. Mz> in Fig. 3(a). In using (2), we have put t/i = 0 and I;R = 1

since it is necessary to explain that Z' mainly couples to charged leptons but not to

neutrinos. We find that the upper bound on Br(Z—til X) is too small to explain the

/ /77 events at LEP in comparison with the observed value of Bt(Z—»// 77)asseveral

x 10~6. So far we have assumed that A' and Z' have spin 0 and 1, respectively, and

that they are isosinglets. The restriction from the Bhabha scattering is so severe

that we cannot improve the situation by changing the assignment. Thus, no model

via Z' is plausible.

3. Process via /"

For simplicity, we assume that X and I" are isosinglets, and have spin 0 and 1/2,

respectively. Then, the effective interactions of X and /" are given by

C = -^-J^B^^IR + h. C. - (FXl* + h. c. (6)

where e is the electromagnetic coupling constant, and A and £ are dimensionless

coupling constants. In (6) we have retained only gauge invariant and the lowest

dimensional terms because the other terms are expected to be suppressed by inverse

powers in the compositeness scale.

We have the following plausible argument for the above assignment of the spin



and isospin of X and /". The experimental data indicates that I' should mainly

couple to charged leptons but scarcely to neutrinos. Therefore, the 1 and / in the

final state should mainly be isosinglets. Then, the l"-Z-l coupling consents isospin

only when

1) /' is an isosinglet and couples to the isosinglet component of Z boson, or

2) /" is an isotriplet and couples to the isotriplet component of Z boson.

From invariance of the I'-X-l coupling, X should be an isosinglet for the case 1)

and, an isotriplet for the case 2). For the spin of A', the same argument as in the

last section is possible. Though we cannot exclude the case 2), here we adopt the

simpler case 1) since we expect that the both cases are qualitatively similar.

A lengthy but straightforward calculation leads to the partial decay width of

where O( = (?l^it, M;- is the mass of /*, and s, t, u and D are defined in the last

section.

If /* exists, it affects the scattering //—»77, and by comparing the possible effect

with the experimental data we can get a phenomenological bound on A. The cross

section of the scattering /1 -+77 is given by

da _ 2ira2 \u t 2A2 ( ? u1 \]
~dt~ P [t + S M?. [T^M* + S - MJLJ\ W

where s is the total energy squared in the center-of-mass system, t is the momentum

transfer squared, and u = — s — t.

The experimental lower bound on A/;, is M =116GeV [20]. This is derived from

the experimental data by assuming A=l and equal coupling to /L and 1R. Strictly

speaking, we need to reanalyze the data to get the bound A on A for the other values

of Mf. However, since the deviation due to /* is so small, we can guess A from the



bound M at A=l and the theoretical expression (8) as

~ W \t~ M1+ u- M1) I "Ml \t- Ml + u - Ml) ' ( 9 )

The factor 2 in the numerator appears because the authors of [20] assumed equal

coupling to li and /R in extracting M = 116GeV while we assume the only coupling

to JR. If s, t, and 2 were fixed, A in (9) would exactly give the bound. The

experimental data from which they derived M are taken for s around Jl/ | and for

the various values of the scattering angle $. The A is insensitive to 6 at low Mr, and

more sensitive to 9 for the larger JW)«. The true A is a kind of average of the deviated

values with the experimental weights. Here we derive an approximate value of the

bound by putting s = M\ and by integrating over z = cos 9 as

where ?= -5(1 - z)/2 and u = - s ( l + z)/2.

As for a( we have no phenomenological restriction. However, it cannot be too

large because otherwise it would give disastrous contributions to various radiative

corrections. Therefore, we assume that a ^ 1. Using these upper bounds on A

and ct( in the partial width (7), we plot the upper bound on the branching ratio

Br(Z-*UX) vs. Mt. in Fig. 3(b), where we put argAf = 0 for definiteness. We find

that it is sufficient to explain the //"C7 events at LEP as far as Af;«:$200GeV. The

origins of large difference between the bounds for Z' and 1' processes are 1) that the

experimental data of es —» 77 are not so accurate as those of the Bhabha scattering

and 2) that the physical region for t and u, for which /* has poles, is spread to as

high values as M\ in the integration in (7) while that for s, for which Z' has a pole,

is confined below (Afz — MX)2 in the integration in (2).
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4. Conclusion

We have examined phenomenological consistency of the models with an extra

boson Z' and those with an excited lepton I" for the recently observed IT71 events

at LEP. It has turned out that the models with Z' are inconsistent with the Bhabha

scattering data. Many of the proposed models of this type are, therefore, ruled out.

On the other hand the models with /" are consistent with the et -* 77 scattering

data, as far as Mi-& 200GeV. This is the only consistent model that we know.

If the LEP 11 yf events are really from the new particle .Y, it strongly suggests

the existence of excited Ieptons /" lighter than 200GeV, which is well within the

scope of searches at HERA [21] and LEP II. The main decay mode of /" will be

f -* IX -* Iff, as well as f —• If, since Q£ must be so large as 0(1) to give

sufficient yield to Z —> /f 77. We hope that the possible existence of such relatively

light excited leptons will be tested in the near future.

The authors would like to thank Dr. T. Hasegawa for useful information and

discussion on the experimental search for excited electrons at HERA.
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Figure Captions

1. Diagrams for the decay process Z —» 1111

(a) via the virtual Z boson and (b) via the virtual lepton.

2. Diagrams for the decay process Z —» II77

(a) via the extra boson Z' and (b) via the excited lepton /*

3. Upper bounds on the branching ratio Br(2 —• /7A')

(a) via the extra boson Z' and (b) via the excited lepton /"
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Fig. 1



Fig. 2
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